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J Allyn Taylor international prize in medicine

**John P Robarts Research Institute**
This recognises a scientist for contributions in the area of discovery and innovation in multiple sclerosis. The prize includes a cash reward of CAD 25,000.

**Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)**
**Link to *Research Professional***

---

Best paper contest

**Minerals, Metals and Materials Society**
This recognises papers of a technical research nature that deal with physical and mechanical metallurgy, extractive and process metallurgy or materials science. Travel funding worth USD 250 is available to each recipient, to collect their award at the Minerals, Metals and Materials Society’s annual meeting and exhibition.

**Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)**
**Link to *Research Professional***

---

Fluid dynamics prize

**American Physical Society**
This recognises achievements in fluid dynamics research. The prize consists includes USD 10,000.

**Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)**
**Link to *Research Professional***

---

Stella Blum student research grant

**Costume Society of America**
This grant supports students working in the field of North American costume. The grant is worth USD 3,000, plus up to USD 600 to support travel to present the research at a CSA national symposium.

**Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)**
**Link to *Research Professional***
**Aldo and Jeanne Scaglione prize for comparative literary studies**

**Modern Language Association**
This recognises scholarly work in the field of comparative literary studies involving at least two literatures. The prize, which consists of a cash prize and a certificate, is presented at the association's annual convention in January 2019.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional*

**Aldo and Jeanne Scaglione prize for French and francophone studies**

**Modern Language Association**
This recognises a scholarly work in the field of French or francophone linguistic or literary studies. The prize, which consists of a cash prize and a certificate, is presented at the association's annual convention in January 2019.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional*

**William Sanders Scarborough prize**

**Modern Language Association**
This recognises a scholarly study on Black American literature or culture published in 2017. The prize, which consists of a cash award and a certificate, will be presented at the association's annual convention in January 2020.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional*

**MLA prize in US Latina and Latino, and Chicana and Chicano literary and cultural studies**

**Modern Language Association**
This will be awarded to a member of the association for an outstanding scholarly study in any language of United States Latina and Latino or Chicana and Chicano literature or culture published in 2015 or 2016. The prize consists of a cash award.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional*
MLA prize for a scholarly edition

Modern Language Association
This recognises editions published in 2015 or 2016 by editors and editors of digital works. The prize consists of a cash award, and will be presented to the winning editor at the association’s annual convention.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Aldo and Jeanne Scaglione prize for Italian studies

Modern Language Association
The prize is awarded each odd-numbered year to the author of an outstanding scholarly book on any phase of Italian literature or culture or comparative literature involving Italian. The award consists of a cash prize and a certificate.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Founders award

Biophysical Society
This recognises an achievement in any area of biophysics. The award is worth USD 2,000.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Michael and Kate Bárány award

Biophysical Society
This recognises a contribution to biophysics by a person who has not achieved the rank of full professor at the time of nomination. The award is worth USD 2,000.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Margaret Oakley Dayhoff award

Biophysical Society
This recognises a woman who holds very high promise, or has achieved prominence, while developing the early stages of a career in biophysical research. The award is worth USD 2,000.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional
Graduate student award

**Biomedical Engineering Society**
This recognises contributions to biomedical engineering by graduate students. The award is worth USD 500 to offset travel costs.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Victor and Joy Wouk grant-in-aid programme

**California Institute of Technology**
This provides assistance for students and scholars conducting research on the papers of Victor Wouk in the Caltech Archives. Grants are worth up to USD 2,000 each.

Closing date: 01 May 19
Link to *Research Professional

Avanti award in lipids

**Biophysical Society**
This recognises an investigator for contributions to the understanding of lipid biophysics, including the metabolism, enzymology, structure or function of lipids or lipid membranes. The award is worth USD 3,000.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

David Thelen award

**Organization of American Historians**
This recognises an article on American history published in another language than English. The winner will receive a cash award to assist with the translation and the article will be printed in the Journal of American History.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional
**Stockholm prize in criminology**

**Stockholm University | Stockholms universitet**

This recognises achievements in criminological research or the application of research results by practitioners or scholars for the reduction of crime and the advancement of human rights. The prize is worth at least SEK 1 million, and will be given one recipient with the possibility of sharing the prize among co-recipients.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional*

**Dissertation fieldwork grants**

**Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research**

These assist students of any nationality with doctoral or thesis research in anthropology. Grants are worth up to USD 20,000 each.

Closing date: 01 May 19
Link to *Research Professional*

**Hunt postdoctoral fellowships**

**Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research**

These support early-career investigators with the writing-up of already completed research in anthropology. Up to eight fellowships, worth up to USD 40,000 each, are awarded to support writing periods of up to 12 months.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional*

**Katherine Singer Kovacs prize**

**Modern Language Association**

This recognises a book published in English or Spanish in the field of Latin American and Spanish literatures and cultures. The prize, which consists of a cash award and a certificate, is presented at the association's annual convention in January 2020.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional*
Anatrace membrane protein award

**Biophysical Society**
This recognises an investigator who has made a significant contribution to the field of membrane protein research. The award is worth USD 3,000.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Paediatric dermatology residents or fellows research award

**Society for Pediatric Dermatology**
This recognises a paper on clinical or laboratory research relating to paediatric dermatology, by either a paediatric or dermatology resident or fellow. The award includes a USD 500 honorarium and coverage of expenses for two people to attend the society's annual meeting.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Alfred Einstein award

**American Musicological Society**
This honours a musicological article published in 2017 in any language and in any country. The award consists of a monetary prize.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Otto Kinkeldey award

**American Musicological Society**
This honours a musicological book published in 2017 in any language and in any country. The award consists of a monetary prize.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Lewis Lockwood award

**American Musicological Society**
This recognises a musicological book of exceptional merit published during the previous year in any language and in any country. The award consists of a monetary prize and a certificate.
H Colin Slim award

**American Musicological Society**
This recognises a musicological article of exceptional merit, published during the previous year in any language and in any country. The award consists of a monetary prize and a certificate.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
[Link to *Research Professional](#)

Ruth A Solie award

**American Musicological Society**
This recognises a collection of musicological essays of exceptional merit published during the preceding calendar year in any language in any country. The award consists of a monetary prize and a certificate.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
[Link to *Research Professional](#)

Tajima prize

**International Society of Electrochemistry**
This recognises the contributions made by younger electrochemists on the basis of published work. The prize is worth CHF 1,000. The winner is expected to give a lecture at the society’s annual meeting of the next year, for which their registration and banquet fees will be covered.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
[Link to *Research Professional](#)

ISE-Elsevier prize for green electrochemistry

**International Society of Electrochemistry**
This recognises recent application-oriented achievements in the field of environmental electrochemistry by a young scientist. The prize is worth €2,000, which includes a contribution towards travel expenses for the winner to attend the society’s annual meeting.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
[Link to *Research Professional](#)
**ISE-Elsevier prize for applied electrochemistry**

*International Society of Electrochemistry*

This recognises recent achievements in the field of applied electrochemistry by a young scientist. The prize is worth €2,000 and includes a contribution towards travel expenses for the winner to attend the ISE annual meeting where the award will be presented.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)

[Link to *Research Professional*](#)

**Katsumi Niki bioelectrochemistry prize**

*International Society of Electrochemistry*

The prize recognises scientists who have made important contribution to the field of bioelectrochemistry. The prize is worth USD 1,000.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)

[Link to *Research Professional*](#)

**Clinical visits**

*European Association of Urology*

These enable young urologists to sharpen their skills in a foreign European country. Grants are worth up to €3,000 each to cover travel, accommodation and living expenses. Visits are for six weeks to three months.

Closing date: 01 May 19

[Link to *Research Professional*](#)

**Dina Zinnes award**

*International Studies Association*

This recognises the best graduate student paper presented at a panel or poster session sponsored by the Scientific Study of International Processes section or the convention theme at the prior year’s annual convention. The prize is worth USD 100.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)

[Link to *Research Professional*](#)
Oronzio and Niccolò De Nora Foundation young author prize

*International Society of Electrochemistry*

This recognises the best paper published in *Electrochimica Acta* in the preceding calendar year. The prize is worth USD 2,000 and it includes travel costs to the society’s meeting where the award will be presented.

**Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)**

[Link to *Research Professional*]

Frumkin memorial medal

*International Society of Electrochemistry*

This recognises outstanding contributions to fundamental electrochemistry by a living individual over his or her lifetime. The award includes travel assistance to attend the annual ISE meeting.

**Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)**

[Link to *Research Professional*]

ISA best book award

*International Studies Association*

This recognises a book in the field of international studies with a copyright dated the year before the nomination. The prize is worth USD 500.

**Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)**

[Link to *Research Professional*]

Alexander Kuznetsov prize for theoretical electrochemistry

*International Society of Electrochemistry*

The prize is awarded every two years to a living individual who has made groundbreaking contribution to the theory of electrochemical phenomena. The prize includes €1,000, plus registration and banquet fees at the International Society of Electrochemistry annual meeting, where the winner is expected to give a lecture.

**Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)**

[Link to *Research Professional*]
**PhD studentships**

**National Centre for the Replacement, Refinement and Reduction of Animals in Research**

These support the training of graduate scientists from a broad range of scientific backgrounds within one of the three areas of replacement, reduction and refinement and in any area of medical, biological or veterinary research. Studentships are worth up to £30,000 per year for three years.

**Closing date: 01 May 19**

[Link to *Research Professional*](#)

**Fellowships**

**Utrecht University**

These support intellectual exchange and strengthen international collaboration in history and philosophy of sciences and the humanities. Fellowships are worth up to €7,500 each for up to three months.

**Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)**

[Link to *Research Professional*](#)

**Fellowship programme**

**International Society of Nephrology**

This provides training for physicians from emerging countries, with the aim of improving the standard of care in their home countries upon their return. Fellowships may be long term, with training lasting between seven and 12 months, or short term with training lasting between two and six months.

**Closing date: 01 May 19**

[Link to *Research Professional*](#)

**B Ramakrishna Rau award**

**IEEE**

This recognises an innovative contribution to microarchitecture, use of novel microarchitectural techniques or compiler and architecture interfacing. The award is worth USD 2,000.

**Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)**

[Link to *Research Professional*](#)
Fellowships

International Continence Society
These enable continence specialists of any profession to gain bladder and bowel skills in research, clinical practice or education at expert centres. Fellowships are worth up to USD 5,000 or £5,000.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Haddon Forrester King medal in earth sciences

Australian Academy of Science
This recognises contributions to earth and related sciences of particular relevance to the discovery, evaluation and exploitation of mineral deposits, including the hydrocarbons. The award includes an honorarium worth AUD 3,000 and up to AUD 7,000 towards a short lecture tour.

Closing date: 01 May 19
Link to *Research Professional

Collaborative research and training experience programme (CREATE)

Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada | Conseil de Recherches en Sciences Naturelles et en Génie du Canada
This supports the training of teams of highly qualified students and postdoctoral fellows from Canada and abroad through the development of innovative training programmes. Grants are worth up to CAD 1.65 million each over a maximum of six years.

Closing date: 01 May 19
Link to *Research Professional

Stanley Corrsin award

American Physical Society
This recognises a recent achievement, a particular discovery or an innovation in the field of fundamental fluid dynamics. The award includes USD 5,000.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional
Early career electrochemistry prize of division 1

International Society of Electrochemistry
This recognises a young scientist for their recent achievements in analytical electrochemistry. The prize is worth €750, plus registration and banquet fees for the society’s annual meeting.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Jaroslav Heyrovsky prize for molecular electrochemistry

International Society of Electrochemistry
This recognises a scientist who has made an important contribution to the field of molecular electrochemistry in the past five years. The prize includes €1,000 and registration and banquet fees for the society’s annual meeting where the prize will be awarded.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Project grants

Van Eeden Foundation | Stichting het Van Eeden-fonds
These support research and conservation projects on a botanical, ecological or ethnobotanical topic, relevant to Guyana, Suriname, French Guiana, Aruba, Bonaire, Curaçao, Saba, St Eustatius and St Maarten. Grants do not cover the whole project budget and generally do not exceed €1,250, but larger projects may also receive support.

Closing date: 01 May 19
Link to *Research Professional

Group study visits

German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) | Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst
These aim to provide students with subject related knowledge, promote meetings with German students, academics and scientists and give the students a greater understanding of and insight into economic, political and cultural life in Germany. The grant is worth at least €50 per student per day depending on applicant location.

Closing date: 01 May 19
Link to *Research Professional
Foundation scholarship

Mineralogical Association of Canada | Association Minéralogique du Canada
This supports graduate students in mineralogy, crystallography, geochemistry, mineral deposits or petrology. Two scholarships, worth CAD 5,000 each, are available. Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Rosemary VanArsdel prize

Research Society for Victorian Periodicals
This recognises the best graduate essay related to Victorian periodicals and newspapers. The prize is worth USD 500, and the winning essay will be published in the Victorian Periodicals Review. Closing date: 01 May 19
Link to *Research Professional

Holland scholarship for international students

Dutch Organisation for Internationalisation in Education | Nuffic
This supports students who are nationals of countries outside the EEA in completing a bachelor's or master's programme at participating HEIs in the Netherlands. The scholarship is worth €5,000 for one year. Closing date: 01 May 19
Link to *Research Professional

Roland Jackson award

American Musicological Society
This recognises an article in the English language in the field of music analysis. The award consists of a monetary prize. Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

ISE-Elsevier experimental electrochemistry prize

International Society of Electrochemistry
This recognises contributions to experimental electrochemistry. The prize is worth €2,000. The winner is expected to give a lecture at the next society’s annual meeting, for which
the registration and banquet fees will be covered.  

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)  
Link to *Research Professional

Prize for electrochemical materials science

International Society of Electrochemistry
This recognises an electrochemist for published work in the field of electrochemical material science, including corrosion, electrodeposition or surface treatment. The prize is worth €1,000. The winner is expected to give a lecture at the next society’s annual meeting, for which the registration and banquet fees will be covered.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)  
Link to *Research Professional

Zhaowu Tian prize for energy electrochemistry

International Society of Electrochemistry
This recognises a young scientist’s achievements in the field of electrochemistry for energy. The prize is worth €2,000.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)  
Link to *Research Professional

Kazuhiko Kinosita award in single molecule biophysics

Biophysical Society
This recognises researchers for their contributions in advancing the field of single molecule biophysics. The award is worth USD 3,000.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)  
Link to *Research Professional

Biomaterial interfaces early-career researcher award

AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing
This recognises the best abstract related to biomaterial interfaces presented at the society’s annual symposium. The award includes symposium registration and USD 250 towards travel expenses.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)  
Link to *Research Professional

Alfred Noble prize

American Society of Civil Engineers
This recognises a technical paper that has been accepted for publication. The award includes an honorarium determined annually.
Ted Cohen prize

American Society for Aesthetics
This recognises a published work in the field of aesthetics. The prize is worth USD 1,000. Travel expenses to the annual meeting are also reimbursed.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Ignacio Tinoco award

Biophysical Society
This recognises investigators who make fundamental or seminal contributions to the physical chemistry of biopolymers and who actively promote and sustain a collaborative, inclusive and engaging research environment in the field. The award is worth USD 3,000.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Innovation award

Biophysical Society
This recognises advancements in fundamental understanding of biological systems through the development of novel theory, models, concepts, techniques, or applications. The award is worth USD 3,000.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Daniel H Wagner prize for excellence in operations research practice

Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences
This recognises authors who have made coherent use of operations research, analytics and mathematics in practice. The prize is worth USD 1,000.

Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional
Selma Jeanne Cohen prize in dance aesthetics

**American Society for Aesthetics**
This recognises the best article or book chapter in dance aesthetics published between 1 July 2016 to 30 April 2018. The prize comprises USD 1,000 and travel to the ASA annual meeting.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
[Link to *Research Professional](#)

---

Higher education scheme

**Society for Radiological Protection**
This provides financial support for undertaking higher education in the field of radiological protection. Support may be financial, up to £5,000 for a single award, or advisory such as mentoring.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
[Link to *Research Professional](#)

---

Sjöberg prize for cancer research

**Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences | Kungliga Vetenskapsakademien**
This recognises scientists who have made major contributions to our knowledge about disease mechanisms, risk factors, or the treatment or prevention of cancer. The prize is worth USD 1 million, which may be divided between one or up to three recipients.

Closing date: 01 May 19
[Link to *Research Professional](#)

---

H Robert Cohen/RIPM award

**American Musicological Society**
This recognises a publication based on 18th, 19th or 20th century periodical literature related to music. The award consists of a monetary prize and a certificate.

Closing date: 01 May 19  (Forecast)
[Link to *Research Professional](#)
Frederick W Ness book award

American Association of Colleges and Universities
This recognises a book that contributes to the understanding and improvement of liberal education. The award is worth USD 2,000.
Closing date: 01 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Grants for apiology research

Eva Crane Trust
These support the advancement of the science of apiology and promote, finance and encourage bee research for the public benefit. There is no upper limit on the amount of grants offered.
Closing date: 01 May 19
Link to *Research Professional

Social issues dissertation award

American Psychological Association
This recognises doctoral dissertations in psychology, or in a social science with psychological subject matter, that best demonstrate scientific excellence and potential application to social problems. The first prize is worth USD 750 and the second prize is worth USD 500.
Closing date: 01 May 19
Link to *Research Professional

Robert S McNamara fellowships

World Bank
These enable candidates from developing countries to conduct development-related PhD research under the supervision of a research advisor at a host institution in a World Bank member country. Fellowships are worth up to USD 25,000 for a period of six to 10 months.
Closing date: 02 May 19
Link to *Research Professional
Scholarships for entrepreneurial research

University of Gothenburg | Göteborgs universiteit
These support scientific research projects that mainly focus on entrepreneurship in a broad sense and that are linked to the key research areas of the school. Up to six scholarships, worth SEK 279,000 each, are available.

Closing date: 02 May 19
Link to *Research Professional

Applied surface science student awards

AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing
These recognise posters or abstracts presented by students in the field of surface science at the society’s annual symposium. Three cash prizes, totalling up to USD 1,000, are available.

Closing date: 02 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Manufacturing science and technology student awards

AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing
These encourage the participation of students and acknowledge their contributions in the field of manufacturing science and technology. Up to two grants are available.

Closing date: 02 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Morton M Traum surface science student award

AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing
This recognises a student presenter at the society’s international symposium. The winner receives USD 1,000 and up to four finalists receive a cash prize.

Closing date: 02 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

John Coburn and Harold Winters student award in plasma science and technology

AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing
This recognises student research in the field of plasma science and technology. A maximum of six finalists will receive a cash award of
USD 500 each. The overall winner’s award consists of an additional cash prize of USD 500. Closing date: 02 May 19 (Forecast)

**Nanometer-scale science and technology division graduate competition**

**AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing**
This recognises research by graduate students giving oral presentations at the society’s international symposium. The award includes a cash prize of USD 500.

**Thin film division – James Harper award**

**AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing**
This recognises the best oral presentation given at the society’s international symposium in the area of thin film research. The award consists of a plaque and a cash prize of USD 800. Runners-up receive USD 500.

**Vacuum technology student poster competition**

**AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing**
This recognises posters that describe the design, development or use of student-built vacuum systems. Prizes are worth up to USD 500 each.

**Magnetic interfaces and nanostructures division – Leo M Falicov student award**

**AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing**
This recognises research performed by a graduate student in areas of interest to the magnetic interfaces and nanostructures division. The award consists of a cash prize and a certificate.

**Link to *Research Professional**
Biomaterial interfaces student awards

**AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing**

These recognise the best presentation or poster related to biomaterial interfaces presented at the society's annual symposium. Awards are worth USD 100, USD 150 and USD 200 each.

**Closing date: 02 May 19 (Forecast)**

[Link to *Research Professional](#)

Electronic materials and photonics division student poster award

**AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing**

These encourage students to present their research in the division's poster session during the annual AVS international symposium and exhibition. The award is worth USD 500.

**Closing date: 02 May 19 (Forecast)**

[Link to *Research Professional](#)

Fundamental discoveries in heterogeneous catalysis focus topic award

**AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing**

This recognises graduate and doctoral student presentations in the heterogeneous catalysis focus topic sessions of the society’s annual symposium. The award includes a cash prize.

**Closing date: 02 May 19 (Forecast)**

[Link to *Research Professional](#)

Thin film division distinguished technologist award

**AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing**

This recognises an individual who has provided exceptional technical support of thin film research or related development activities. The award includes USD 500 and up to USD 500 in travel expenses to the society's international symposium.

**Closing date: 02 May 19 (Forecast)**

[Link to *Research Professional](#)
MEMS and NEMS Technical Group best paper award

AVS Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces and Processing
This recognises a student presenting their paper in an oral or poster session of the Minnesota group at the society's symposium and exhibition. The award is worth USD 500.

Closing date: 02 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

UNESCO-Japan prize on education for sustainable development

UNESCO
This prize recognises projects by individuals, institutions and organisations related to ESD. Three awards of USD 50,000 each are available per year.

Closing date: 03 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Fuller Albright award

American Society for Bone and Mineral Research
This recognises a member of the society for scientific accomplishments in the bone and mineral field. The award includes a USD 2,000 honorarium.

Closing date: 04 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

Frederic C Bartter award

American Society for Bone and Mineral Research
This recognises an American Society for Bone and Mineral Research member for clinical investigation in disorders of bone and mineral metabolism. The award includes a USD 2,000 honorarium.

Closing date: 04 May 19 (Forecast)
Link to *Research Professional

William F Neuman award

American Society for Bone and Mineral Research
This recognises contributions in the area of bone and mineral research and to associates and trainees in teaching, research and
administration. The award includes a USD 2,000 honorarium. Closing date: 04 May 19 (Forecast) Link to *Research Professional

### Young investigator awards for PhD training

**American Society for Bone and Mineral Research**

These cover registration and travel expenses to attend the 2018 European Calcified Tissue Society PhD training course. The awards are worth up to USD 1,800 each. Closing date: 04 May 19 (Forecast) Link to *Research Professional

### Gideon A Rodan award

**American Society for Bone and Mineral Research**

This recognises support provided by a senior scientist who has helped promote the independent careers of young investigators in bone and mineral metabolism. The award includes a USD 2,000 honorarium. Closing date: 04 May 19 (Forecast) Link to *Research Professional

### Paula Stern achievement award

**American Society for Bone and Mineral Research**

This recognises a woman who has made scientific achievements in bone research and who has promoted the professional development and advancement of women in the field. The award includes an USD 2,000 honorarium. Closing date: 04 May 19 (Forecast) Link to *Research Professional

### Lawrence G Raisz award

**American Society for Bone and Mineral Research**

This recognises contributions to preclinical and translational research, cellular or in animals. The award includes a USD 2,000 honorarium. Closing date: 04 May 19 (Forecast) Link to *Research Professional
Young lipid scientist award

**Society of Chemical Industry**
This recognises excellence and emerging talent in research related to lipids, in any field across the physical and life sciences and engineering. The award includes a prize worth £100, one year's society membership, and expenses up to the value of £400 for attendance at EuroFedLipid congress.

Closing date: 04 May 19 (Forecast)

[Link to *Research Professional]

---

Shirley Hohl service award

**American Society for Bone and Mineral Research**
This recognises individuals who have made significant contributions to the mission of the society. The award includes a USD 2,000 honorarium.

Closing date: 04 May 19 (Forecast)

[Link to *Research Professional]

---

Stephen M Krane award

**American Society for Bone and Mineral Research**
This recognises contributions in basic, translational or clinical research in inflammation or skeletal matrix biology. The award includes a USD 2,000 honorarium.

Closing date: 04 May 19 (Forecast)

[Link to *Research Professional]